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Abstract—This review discusses the history of discovery and study of the operation of the two rotary ion-translocating ATPase
nano-motors: (i) F-ATPase/synthase (holocomplex F1FO) of mitochondria/bacteria and (ii) eukaryotic V-ATPase (holocomplex V1VO). Vacuolar adenosine triphosphatase (V-ATPase) is a transmembrane multisubunit complex found in all eukaryotes from yeast to humans. It is structurally and functionally similar to the F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria
and the A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria, which indicates a common evolutionary origin of the rotary ion-translocating
nano-motors built into cell membranes and invented by Nature billions of years ago. Previously we have published several
reviews on this topic with appropriate citations of our original research. This review is focused on the historical analysis of
the discovery and study of transmembrane rotary ion-translocating ATPase nano-motors functioning in bacteria, eukaryotic
cells and mitochondria of animals.
DOI: 10.1134/S000629792208003X
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INTRODUCTION
Enzymatic complexes of F-ATPase/synthase of
mitochondria/bacteria, A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria, and eukaryotic V-ATPase (Fig. 1, a and b)
have common principle of operation, which indicates a
common evolutionary origin as rotary ion-translocating
nano-motors built into cell membranes and invented by
Nature billions of years ago (Fig. 1) [1-5].
They represent rotary nano-motors performing
translocation of ions (protons or sodium) across membranes of cells and intracellular organelles, which is coupled with large change in free energy and with synthesis/
hydrolysis of ATP. In this review focus is on the comparative analysis of F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/

bacteria (Fig. 1, a and b, left; Fig. 2a) and V-ATPase of
eukaryotes (Fig. 1, a and b, right; Fig. 2b) [2, 5] without
discussing A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria.
Discoveries and further investigation of the structures
and functions of transmembrane ATPases (F-ATPase/
synthase of mitochondria/bacteria and V-ATPase of
eukaryotes) as rotary ion-translocating nano-motors
are closely related complementing each other. Owing to the fact that the principles of structural organization and functioning of the eukaryotic V-ATPase
are very similar to those of F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria, historically they were described
mainly according to the well-known paths of investigation of the F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria of
animals/bacteria.

Abbreviations: ΔμH+, proton-motive force of transmembrane electrochemical transmembrane proton gradient; EP, elementary particles; factor F1, cytoplasmic part of holocomplex F1FO; factor FO, transmembrane part of holocomplex F1FO; factor V1, cytoplasmic
part of holocomplex V1VO; factor VO, transmembrane part of holocomplex V1VO; holocomplex F1FO, F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria; holocomplex V1VO, eukaryotic vacuolar adenosine triphosphatase (V-ATPase); SMP, submitochondrial particles.
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Fig. 1. Rotary ion-translocating ATPase nano-motors invented by Nature billions of years ago. a) Structure and composition of subunits of the rotary
ion-translocating F-ATPase of mitochondria/bacteria (left), A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria (center), and V-ATPase of eukaryotes (right).
Peripheral stalk structures, stalks S1, S2, and S3 linking: 1) factors F1 and FO F-ATPase of mitochondria/bacteria (left, S1,); 2) factors A1 and AO
A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria (center, S1 and S2); 3) factors V1 and VO of V-ATPase of eukaryotes (right, S1, S2, and S3) are indicated with
arrows. b) Rotary ion-translocating ATPase nano-motors consist of immobile part (stator) and rotating part (rotor). Figure is adapted from [5] with
permission from the Publisher.

DISCOVERY AND INVESTIGATION OF
FUNCTIONING OF F-ATPase/SYNTHASE OF
MITOCHONDRIA OF ANIMALS/BACTERIA
The fundamental process of oxidative phosphorylation was discovered in 1930 by the outstanding Soviet
biochemist, academician, Professor Vladimir Aleksandrovich Engelhardt [6-8]. According to the memoirs of
Professor Engelhardt (“Life and Science”) published in
1982 in the journal Annual Review of Biochemistry [9], this
discovery was made possible due to the use of a unique
and appropriate object in these studies – avian erythroBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow)
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cytes. Unlike the mammalian erythrocytes, these eukaryotic cells contain nuclei and mitochondria, and owing to
this they exhibit high respiratory activity and contain high
levels of ATP. As mentioned by V. A. Engelhardt in his
autobiographic publication, the choice of this research
object was made in accordance with principle proposed
by outstanding Danish biologist Professor August Krogh,
a Nobel Prize Laureate in Physiology and Medicine
1920 “for his discovery of the capillary motor regulating
mechanism” [10]. This is citation from the V. A. Engelhardt’s manuscript: “Experimenters neglected the valuable advice given by the remarkable biologist, Dr. Krogh,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of structure and functions of F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria and V-ATPase of eukaryotes. a) F-ATPase/synthase
of mitochondria/bacteria is a secondary rotary nano-motor synthesizing ATP by using energy of the proton gradient generated by the respiratory
chain enzymes. b) V-ATPase of eukaryotes is a primary ion-translocating nano-motor with hydrolysis of ATP molecules causing rotation and proton
transport across the membrane. Proton translocation by V-ATPase is facilitated by generation of a neutralizing current mediated by electrogenic
nCl–/H+-ion exchanger. This process results in acidification of intracellular organelles and extracellular medium. Figure is adapted from [2] with
permission from the Publisher.

in his address to one of the Physiological Congresses.
He said that Nature has been generous toward naturalists, by creating some special object particularly suited for
the study of the more important problems. The condition
of success for a scientist attacking a new problem is to
find and use the appropriate object” [9]. Thus, by using
a research object corresponding to the goal of the study
V. A. Engelhardt discovered a phenomenon of aerobic
esterification of inorganic phosphate with formation of
ATP, which he termed “respiratory resynthesis of ATP”
currently known as the process of oxidative phosphorylation [6-8]. This fundamental biochemical process was
further investigated and quantitatively characterized in
1939 by V. A. Engelhardt in his following studies [11, 12]
and in the studies by academician, Professor Vladimir
Aleksandrovich Belitser [13].
Later in the second half of the last century the main
focus of research in bioenergetics was elucidation of molecular mechanisms of coupling of oxidation processes
and phosphorylation in mitochondria and bacteria. History of the discoveries and research in this area have been
presented and analyzed in detail in the publications of
the outstanding Russian biochemist, academician, Professor Vladimir Petrovich Skulachev [14-23]. A cornerstone step in this regard was the publication by Professor
Peter Mitchell in 1961 in the journal Nature of the article
entitled: “Coupling of phosphorylation to electron and
hydrogen transfer by a chemi-osmotic type of mechanism” [24-29]. In 1978, P. Mitchell was awarded the

Nobel Prize in Chemistry “for his contribution to the
understanding of biological energy transfer through the
formulation of the chemiosmotic theory”.
It is important to emphasize that experimental confirmation of this theory and its general acceptance as
a chemiosmotic mechanism of coupling of oxidation
with phosphorylation was to a great extent provided by
V. P. Skulachev. The pivotal studies conducted in his
laboratory used the mitochondria-targeted penetrating
cations [14-18, 30-35]. Based on the discoveries made
by the V. P. Skulachev’s research group an antioxidant
molecule was developed later that was named “Skulachev
ions” (SkQ). It was demonstrated in a series of important studies that this unique molecule could switch off
the programmed death pathway in eukaryotic cells, slow
down phenoptosis and aging in mammals [36-39]. These
innovative studies and development of Skulachev ions
resulted in its application as therapeutic agent, which is
used successfully nowadays in medical practice [40-43].
Another important task of bioenergetics was elucidation of the mechanism of ATP synthesis/hydrolysis,
which was observed in animal mitochondria [14-20,
44, 45]. The history of discovery and investigation of
F-ATPase/synthase starts with its discovery in 1960 by
Professor Efraim Racker [46, 47]. It was shown in his
studies that the inner mitochondrial membrane contains
a protein responsible for coupling of electron transport
with ATP synthesis and required for oxidative phosphorylation. This protein was named by E. Racker “couBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow)
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pling factor F1” (factor F1). It was shown in the later
studies that the mitochondrial F-ATPase/synthase consists of: (i) hydrophilic factor F1 capable of catalyzing
ATP hydrolysis, and (ii) hydrophobic/membrane factor FO capable of restoring ATP synthesis together with
the factor F1, which is sensitive to the specific inhibitor
of oxidative phosphorylation oligomycin (hence, subscript “o” in the name of the factor) [46-51].
In 1963 using electron microscopy (EM), Professor
Humberto Fernandez-Moran had discovered repeating
spherical structures with 80-100 Å diameter on the inner
mitochondrial membrane, which he named elementary
particles (EP) [52]. In the subsequent collaboration with
the Professor David Green, it was shown that the EP
particles consisted of three components: (i) headpiece or
knob; diameter of 80-100 Å; (ii) stalk; size of 30 × 50 Å;
and (iii) basepiece incorporated into the membrane; size
of 110 × 40 Å (Fig. 3, a and b) [53, 54].
Based on these studies a hypothesis was proposed
by D. Green suggesting that elementary particles and,
in particular, their spherical headpiece comprised of the
components (cytochromes) of the mitochondrial electron
transport chain. However, this hypothesis was refuted in
the further studies. On the one hand, it was shown in
the independent investigations by Professors B. Chance
and D. F. Parsons [55] and Professors J. T. Stasny and
F. L. Crane [56, 57] that the headpieces separated from
the submitochondrial particles (SMP) with ultrasound
treatment did not contain cytochromes. On the other
hand, it was shown in the Racker’s laboratory that the
headpieces could be separated from the membrane by
urea treatment. The membranes with removed headpieces did not exhibit ATPase activity, and the soluble fraction in this case contained the protein identical to the
soluble part of the coupling factor F1 [49].
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Final validation of the Racker’s hypothesis that the
elementary particles are comprised of F-ATPase/synthase was obtained in the experiments on reconstruction
of oxidative phosphorylation. Addition of the purified
factor F1 to the SMP membranes treated with urea resulted in re-assembly of the elementary particles on the
SMP membrane, and, what is more important, resulted
in restoration of the oligomycin-sensitive ATPase activity
[49-51]. These data signify experimental evidence of the
fact that EPs represent a mitochondrial F1FO F-ATPase/
synthase holocomplex. Hence, the spherical headpiece
in an elementary particle comprises a soluble catalytic factor F1, while the basepiece contains factor FO that
imparts oligomycin sensitivity to ATP hydrolysis and is
responsible for proton transfer across the mitochondrial
membrane.
Relatively slow time-dependent changes of the
ATPase activity properties of the purified factor F1 were
demonstrated in the P. Mitchell’s laboratory [27]. This
phenomenon was found to be universal as it was also observed for the mitochondrial F1-ATPase in yeast [58, 59].
The phenomenon of slow kinetic properties of F1-ATPase
was investigated in detail, and its mechanism was elucidated in the laboratory of the outstanding Russian biochemist, Professor Andrei Dmitrievich Vinogradov [6063]. In particular, it was shown that ATP hydrolysis by
the isolated factor F1 is suppressed in an unusual manner
by ADP, which is a product of this enzymatic activity
and, hence, explains a number of its properties [64-70].
The isolated factor F1 is also sensitive to azides and sulfites [71]. It has been also established that the removal of
ADP from the active center of factor F1 and inhibition of
hydrolysis by the reaction product in the intact F-ATP
synthase is controlled by ΔμH+ [72]. Furthermore, the
mechanism of regulation of the F-ATPase enzyme by

Fig. 3. Electron microscopy images of intact mitochondria and submitochondrial particles (SMP) isolated from the bovine heart muscle. a) Fragment of mitochondrial inner membrane with elementary particles on it, scale bar – 100 Å. b) Fragment of SMP with elementary particles on it,
scale – 100 Å. Figure is adapted from [53] with permission from the Publisher.
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the specific protein inhibitor was investigated in detail
[73-75]. Hence, the results of these studies showed for
the first time that the product of ATP hydrolysis by the
intact F-ATP synthase as well as protein inhibitor ensure
suppression of ATPase activity and preservation of ATP
with decreasing of the proton gradient in mitochondria
[64-75]. This phenomenon was named ADP-Mg2+dependent inhibition of factor F1 and holocomplex of
F1FO F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria [60-63].
The similar mechanism of slow ADP-Mg+2-dependent
activation/inactivation has been also described for regulation of V-ATPase from Thermus thermophilus [76].
Cornerstone studies carried out in 1960-1990 in the
laboratories of Professor Paul D. Boyer and Professor
John E. Walker resulted in the proposal of the mechanism of the F-ATPase/synthase functioning as a rotary
ion-translocating nano-motor driven by ATP hydrolysis/
synthesis. Both scientists were awarded the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 1997 “for their elucidation of the enzymatic mechanism underlying the synthesis of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP)”.
In particular, the reaction of O18 and P32 isotope exchange in the course of ATP synthesis was investigated in
the P. D. Boyer laboratory [77]. These studies demonstrated that contrary to other well-known enzymes, mitochondrial F-ATP synthase uses energy of ΔμH+ not for
the synthesis of ATP from ADP and Pi, but for binding
of ADP, Pi and release of the synthesized ATP from its
active center. It was shown in the further studies that ATP
hydrolysis occurs as a result of cooperative interaction of
nucleotide-binding centers located on three β-subunits
of factor F1, each of which sequentially changes affinity to the substrate (ATP) and products (ADP and Pi)
of the reaction. This mechanism of functioning of ATP
synthase was first suggested by the Professors K. Repke
and R. Schön. [78]. This mechanism was investigated in
detail in the later studies by P. D. Boyer with the trimer of the pairs of α,β-subunits (3α,3β-hexamer) of the
factor F1 and was termed “rotational alternative binding
site mechanism” [79-82]. Considering symmetric structure of the pairs of α,β-subunits, P. D. Boyer suggested
a hypothesis that alternation of the affinity is mediated
through rotation of the γ-subunit located inside the cavity formed by these pairs [44, 45, 83-85]. In the following
studies conducted in the J. E. Walker laboratory atomic structure of the 3α,3β-hexamer of factor F1 of mitochondrial F-ATP synthase was resolved with resolution
2.4-2.8 Å [86, 87]. This atomic structure was in perfect agreement with the model of rotational alternative
binding site mechanism suggested earlier by P. D. Boyer.
At present several dozens of atomic structures of the
key components of F-ATPase/synthase have been determined using X-ray crystallography [44, 45, 88-90],
as well as the structures of intact holocomplex F1FO of
F-ATPases/synthases isolated from bacteria, archaea,
and eukaryotes resolved with the help of cryo-electron

microscopy (cryo-EM) [91-94]. It is important to mention that the structures of all investigated enzymes were
also in agreement with the “rotational alternative binding
site mechanism” proposed by P. D. Boyer, which allowed
to finally recognize the mechanism of functioning of
F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria as a transmembrane rotary ion-translocating nano-motor.

DISCOVERY AND INVESTIGATION OF
FUNCTIONING OF EUKARYOTIC V-ATPase
Discovery of vacuolar adenosine triphosphatase or
vacuolar H+-ATPase (vacuolar-ATPase or V-ATPase)
have not been accomplished in a single experiment, as
was the case of discovery of mitochondrial F-ATPase/
synthase from bovine heart by the researchers from the
E. Racker laboratory in 1960 [46, 47]. Discovery and investigation of V-ATPase in eukaryotic cells was made as
a result of numerous efforts in many laboratories working
in different areas of cell biology in 1960-1980.
In retrospect it can be stated that the gradual discovery of V-ATPase was warranted due to both multiple
locations of V-ATPase in different organelles and cell
membrane and also due to diverse functions of V-ATPase
in eukaryotic cells [1-4, 95-98]. These properties and
functions of V-ATPase are fundamentally different from
the properties and function of F-ATPase/synthase,
which is located solely on the inner membrane of mitochondria and performs very important but only one function – synthesis of ATP in the cells (Fig. 2a) [14-18, 44,
45, 49-51, 60-63].
The history of discovery and investigation of
V-ATPase starts with publication in 1962 of the results
of experiments by Professor Norman Kirshner, which
demonstrated ATP-dependent accumulation of catecholamines in chromaffin granules isolated from the
endocrine cells of adrenal gland. This was the first indication of the existence of a novel H+-ATPase in these
vesicles [99, 100]. However, only thirteen years later in
1975 important experiments were carried out that used
uncouplers, which showed that a novel H+-ATPase participates in accumulation of catecholamines in chromaffin granules functioning as a proton pump [101, 102].
Later, in the beginning of 1980s, owing to the efforts of
many research groups, it was experimentally proven that
acidification of lumen of different intracellular organelles such as (i) vacuoles of eukaryotic Saccharomyces
cerevisiae [103] and Neurospora crassa [104] yeast cells,
(ii) clathrin-coated vesicles isolated from bovine brain
[105], and (iii) lysosomes isolated from rat kidney [106]
occurs with participation of a novel H+-ATPase different
from the mitochondrial F-ATPase/synthase. Therefore,
based on localization of the novel H+-ATPase different
from the F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria in various
organelles (vacuoles, granules, vesicles, and lysosomes),
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow)
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Fig. 4. Discovery and identification of V-ATPase in epithelial cells from different tissues of eukaryotes using standard and freeze-fracture EM techniques. a) EM image of the plasma membrane of the rat kidney collecting duct intercalated cells. Arrows point to the repeating stem-like structures
(studs) located on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. These stud-like structures correspond to the factor V1 of the V1VO V-ATPase holocomplex;
scale bar – 60 nm. b) Identification of location of V-ATPase using immunogold EM technique. Arrows point to the locations of gold particles after
immunocytochemical identification of V-ATPase on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane of the brush border of intercalated cells; scale bar – 40 nm.
c) EM image produced using freeze-fracture technique showing location of the stud-like structures corresponding to the factor V1 of V-ATPase on the
cytoplasmic membrane of mitochondria-rich cells of the toad bladder; scale bar – 30 nm. d) High-resolution EM image showing location of the studlike structures on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane; scale bar – 60 nm. Figure is adapted from [95] with permission from the Publisher.

this new H+-ATPase was named vacuolar H+-ATPase
(vacuolar-ATPase) or V-ATPase [95, 107].
Studies employing EM conducted in 1960-1980 provided significant contribution to discovery of V-ATPase.
Images visualizing location of V-ATPase on the membranes of cells from different organisms and tissues under physiological conditions were published as a result
of these experiments. In particular, in 1966 Professors
E. Anderson and W. Harvey published the first EM-image of V-ATPase of insects. The spike-like units or projections on the surface of cytoplasmic membrane of epithelial goblet cells from the midgut of Hyalophora cecropia
[108] insect were for the first time described in this work.
Similar morphological structures were also described
in 1968 in the epithelial cells from blow f lies Calliphora
erythrocephala [109]. Functions of these structures remained unknown, but it was suggested for the first time
in this study that they are associated with an ion-translocating ATPase, which is not sensitive to ouabain inhibitor
and, therefore, is different from the Na+/K+-ATPase.
Twelve years later, in 1980-1981, EM examinations
of V-ATPase were continued and were successfully completed in the detailed studies performed by Professors
D. Brown and R. Montesano. In particular, existence of
the so-called “road-shaped particles”, transmembrane
structures located both at the apical plasma membrane
and on the membrane of vesicles and vacuoles in the cytoplasm of the mitochondria-rich clear cells of the male
rat epididymis was shown using freeze-fracture EM technique [110, 111].
Later, in 1986-1987 in the Professor Dennis Brown’s
laboratory presence of the road-shaped particles or inBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow)
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tramembranous particles (IPMs) was observed on the
membrane of vesicles located in the cytoplasm of the
rat kidney collecting duct intercalated cells, and it was
shown that these vesicles did not have clathrin coating [112, 113]. Further studies revealed the presence of
IPMs in the kidney epithelial cells of the loop of Henle,
which corresponded to the transmembrane factor VO of
V-ATPase [95]. Furthermore, presence of the stud-like
structures on the cytoplasmic membrane of intercalated
cells of the rat kidney collecting duct (Fig. 4, a, b, and
d) and on the mitochondria-rich cells of the toad bladder (Fig. 4 c) was shown in 1987 using EM [114]. It was
clearly demonstrated in the same study by reconstruction
of the purified stud-like structures into phospholipid liposomes that these particles actually represent enzymatic
complex of V-ATPase. The following works of D. Brown
demonstrated critical role of V-ATPase in the kidney
physiology [115, 116].
It is important to emphasize that location of V-ATPase on the cytoplasmic membrane is essential for functioning of the specialized proton-secreting epithelial cells
of eukaryotic tissues in general, and kidneys, in particular [95, 96]. Fundamental contribution to investigation
of this physiological process was made in the further investigations conducted in the laboratories of Professor
Dennis Brown and Professor Sylvie Breton [117-123]. In
particular, in 1996 in the S. Breton laboratory final confirmation of localization of V-ATPase on the cytoplasmic
membrane of the male rat sperm duct and its importance
was obtained [117, 118]. These key studies presented a
road-map of further investigation of the role of V-ATPase
in functioning of the specialized proton-secreting epithe-
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lial cells in organs of animals and humans under normal
and pathological conditions [95, 96, 119-123].
In 1981-1983 EM examination of the epithelial cells
of midgut of Manduca sexta insects have been conducted
in the Professor William Harvey laboratory [124-126]. In
these studies, also, the repeated elongated morphological
structures were observed on the cytoplasmic membrane of
the midgut epithelial cells, which were named “K+-portasomes”. It was suggested that they function as K+-transporting ATPases. However, biochemical studies conducted later in 1989 in the laboratory of Professor Helmut
Wieczorek revealed that the portasomes of M. sexta insects were not K+-transporting ATPases, but represent
enzymatic complexes of V-ATPase [97, 127, 128].
One of the important contributions in investigation
of V-ATPase at that time was provided by the author of
this review [129-131]. In particular, the studies conducted in our laboratory in 1994-1996 were devoted to investigation of the role of V-ATPase in physiological function
of kidney proximal tubule cells. A new approach was developed in these studies for isolation and purification of
early endosomes from the epithelial cells of kidney proximal tubules of animals and humans [129, 131]. Later we
demonstrated the presence of transmembrane V-ATPase
in these organelles, and the mechanism of ATPase-dependent lumen acidification in the early endosomes was
investigated in detail [95, 96, 130-133].

COMMON EVOLUTIONARY ORIGIN OF
F-ATPase/SYNTHASE OF MITOCHONDRIA/
BACTERIA AND V-ATPase OF EUKARYOTES
INVENTED BY NATURE BILLION YEARS AGO
Hence, as a result of intensive studies conducted
in 1960-1990 it was shown that two types of transmembrane rotary ion-translocating enzyme complexes are
expressed and operate in eukaryotes: (i) F-ATPase/synthase located on the inner mitochondrial membrane [1420, 44, 45, 48-50, 60-63] (Fig. 1, a and b, left; Fig. 2a),
and (ii) V-ATPase, located both on cytoplasmic membrane and on the membranes of intracellular organelles
of eukaryotic cells including vacuoles, secretory vesicles,
endosomes, lysosomes, and complex Golgi (Fig. 1, a and
b, right; Fig. 2b) [1-4, 95-98]. The transmembrane enzymatic complexes of F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/
bacteria (Fig. 1, a and b, left), A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria (Fig. 1, a and b, center), and V-ATPase of eukaryotes (Fig. 1, a and b, right) are structurally very similar and function according to the same mechanism, which
indicates their common evolutionary origin. In particular,
they consist of two structurally and functionally different
parts: (i) hydrophilic, cytoplasmic factor (F1/A1/V1) catalyzing hydrolysis/synthesis of ATP, and (ii) hydrophobic,
transmembrane factor (FO/AO/VO) mediating translocation of ions across phospholipid membranes (Fig. 1a).

“SODIUM WORLD” HYPOTHESIS AND
PHYLOGENOMIC INVESTIGATION OF
EVOLUTIONARY ORIGIN AND FUNCTIONING
OF ROTARY ION-TRANSLOCATING
ATPase NANO-MOTORS
The hypothesis of “Sodium World” was first suggested and published by academician and Professor
V. P. Skulachev in 1984 [134]. The new concept of “Sodium bioenergetics” was presented by Skulachev in 1985
in his plenary lecture during the FEBS Special Meeting
[135]. In this lecture he stated: “In this paper, I would
like to summarize recent observations at my own and
other laboratories indicating that non-protonic coupling
really exists and it is Na+ that can replace H+. A concept
will be developed assuming that sodium bioenergetics is
a phenomenon of major significance for living organisms
and not a curiosity specific for rare ecological niches
only” (cited from [135]).
In 1977-1979 Professor Tsutomu Unemoto and colleagues demonstrated activating effect of Na+ ions on
functioning of NADH oxidase in Vibrio alginolyticus bacteria [136, 137]. Later, in 1982-1984, it was also shown
in this laboratory that the electron transfer from NADH
to quinone could generate ΔμNa+ in these bacteria [138]
and that reconstruction of NADH oxidase was sufficient
for ΔμNa+ generation in proteoliposomes in vitro [139].
It is important to note that the studies conducted in
1985-1986 in the Skulachev’s laboratory showed that
Na+-potential (ΔμNa+) generated in the V. alginolyticus
bacterium could be used as a driving force for rotation of
its f lagella [140-142].
Simultaneously, in 1980-1984, it was shown in the
laboratory of Professor Peter Dimroth that decarboxylation of oxaloacetate to pyruvate with the help of oxaloacetate decarboxylase, which is a primary Na+-pump located in the membranes of inverted vesicle prepared from
the Krebsiella aerogenes bacteria, resulted in generation of
ΔμNa+ in these vesicles in vitro [143]. Similar experiments
were conducted with the inverted vesicles prepared from
Veillonella alcalescens bacteria. It was shown that in these
bacteria methylmalonyl-CoA decarboxylase also served
as a primary Na+-pump capable of generating ΔμNa+
[144]. Presence of Na+-dependent methylmalonyl-CoA
decarboxylase was also demonstrated in the Propionigenum modestum bacteria in which the generated ΔμNa+ is
used for ATP synthesis with the help of Na+-translocating F-ATPase/synthase of these bacteria [145].
Based on the results of research in his laboratory
investigating the role of sodium cycle [134, 140-142],
as well as his studies of evolutionary tree of eubacteria using 5S rRNA nucleotide sequences [135, 142]
V. P. Skulachev introduced a hypothesis of “Sodium
World” [134, 135] and suggested a new concept of “Sodium Cycle” and “Sodium Bioenergetics” as a cornerstone phenomenon in Nature. Fundamental character
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of this hypothesis must be emphasized as it changed our
views on membrane bioenergetics and presenting it as
not exclusively “proton-based” but also “sodium-based”
bioenergetics [146-148].
These directions of research were further developed
in detail in the laboratory of Professor Armen Y.
Mulkidjanian [149-154]. Using bioinformatics approaches A.Y. Mulkidjanian with his co-workers investigated expansion of the Sodium World through the evolutionary
time and taxonomic space. It must be mentioned that the
results obtained in these studies indicate primacy of the
Na+-dependent over H+-dependent bioenergetics in the
course of evolution of life on Earth [150, 154].
The hypothesis of “Sodium World” also pointed to
new research directions in the area of origin and evolution of the membrane rotary ion-translocating ATPase
nano-motors [149, 151, 152]. In particular, phylogenomic studies of the rotary ATPases of bacteria and archaea showed their origin from the Last Universal Cellular Ancestor (LUCA) of the rotary ATPases [154-158].
According to these studies the ancestral rotary ATPase
LUCA was invented by Nature four billion years ago as
an exclusively Na+-translocating ATPase. In the course
of further evolution, F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria (Fig. 1, a and b, left), A-ATPase/synthase
of archaebacteria (Fig. 1, a and b, center), and V-ATPase
of eukaryotes (Fig. 1, a and b, right) emerged, which are
rotary ion-translocating ATPase/synthases that switched
to transporting protons across the impermeable phospholipid membranes and adapted to be able of generation/utilization of the ΔμH+ electrochemical gradient.
It is currently known that the majority of investigated rotary ATPase/synthase nano-motors transport protons, however, there are F-ATPases, A-ATPases, and V-ATPases
transporting sodium ions [150, 151]. It is important to
underline in conclusion that V. P. Skulachev also was the
first to suggest the key role of formation of proton-impermeable phospholipid membranes in the process of evolutionary transition from the “sodium-based” to “proton-based” bioenergetics in the cells [146-148].

MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF PROTON
TRANSPORT BY THE ROTARY
ION-TRANSLOCATING ATPase NANO-MOTORS
ACROSS PHOSPHOLIPID MEMBRANES
In 1971-1974 first in vitro experiments were conducted in the laboratory of E. Racker on reconstruction
of factors F1 and FO of F-ATPase/synthase (isolated from
bovine heart) in proteoliposomes (prepared from the
plant-derived phospholipids, soya bean azolectin [159]),
as well as on combined reconstruction with the lightdependent ΔμH+ generator, rhodopsin (isolated from bacteria) [160]. These key experiments demonstrated essential role of the intact, reconstructed from factors F1 and FO
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of F-ATP synthase of mitochondria in the ΔμH+-driven
ATP synthesis, as well as key role of the transmembrane
factor FO in the proton transfer across the phospholipid
membranes of proteoliposomes. Elucidation of the molecular mechanism of proton transport by factor FO and its
coupling with ATP synthesis by factor F1 was an important task of bioenergetics.
Initially two potential mechanisms of coupling of
proton transport with ATP synthesis were considered:
(i) direct coupling mechanism and (ii) indirect coupling
mechanism [83, 90, 161]. In his publications, P. Mitchell
proposed the direct mechanism according to which protons are translocated by the factor FO across the phospholipid membrane and are directed to the catalytic center
of the factor F1, where they participate directly in ATP
synthesis [161]. However, in the present time the indirect mechanism of coupling is generally accepted, which
was suggested and validated through the cornerstone
studies conducted in 1970-1990 in the laboratories of
P. D. Boyer [44, 45, 79-85] and J. E. Walker [86, 87, 90].
As has been described above, according to this mechanism F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria functions as a rotary ion-translocating nano-motor in which
proton translocation is coupled with the “rotor” rotation resulting in the hydrolysis/synthesis of ATP in the
nano-motor “stator” (Fig. 1, a and b, left; Fig. 2a).
It is important to underline that in 1978 Professors
A. N. Glagolev and V. P. Skulachev proposed the mechanism of “indirect coupling” for the operation of the rotary f lagellar motor and rotation of f lagella in Rhodospirilium rubrum [162]. The proposed model was described in
detail according to which: (i) the transmembrane translocation of protons is realized with the help of two non-coaxial semichannels; (ii) entrance of protons through the
access semichannel is a driving force of rotation of the
M-ring of the basal body, which is followed by the exit of
protons from the release semichannel; and (iii) translocation of protons via two separate semichannels is coupled with the stepwise rotation of the basal body of the
f lagellar motor in the R. rubrum bacteria f lagella. Later,
in 1988, V. P. Skulachev also suggested the similar mechanism of coupling of protons translocation with ATP
hydrolysis/synthesis in F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria [21].
Despite the significant progress achieved in 19701990, the detailed mechanism of “indirect coupling”
and, in particular, of translocation of protons by the rotary ATPase/synthase nano-motors across phospholipid
membranes remained poorly understood [90]. Nevertheless, owing to the further structural studies conducted in
1999-2013, the main principles of operation of the rotary
ion-translocating ATPases/synthases were determined
[163-167]. At present the following model of translocation
of protons in the course of indirect coupling mediated by
F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria has been
generally recognized [90]: (i) protons cross phospholipid
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membrane with the help of two non-coaxial semichannels
formed by α-helices of the transmembrane a-subunit;
(ii) protons entering the access semichannel interact and
neutralize conserved glutamate (or aspartate in E. coli)
located on each c-subunit forming c-ring (consisting in
different organisms from 8-15 c-subunits); (iii) the protonated in such a manner glutamate on each c-subunit
is incorporated into the hydrophobic lipid bilayer and
causes stepwise rotation of the c-ring; (iv) when the release semichannel that is formed by other α-helices of the
transmembrane a-subunit is reached due to c-ring rotation, the protons are released through this semichannel to
the opposite side of the phospholipid membrane; (v) the
number of protons required for complete (360°) rotation
of the c-ring corresponds to the number of c-subunits
forming this ring; (vi) furthermore, c-ring is anchored on
the γ-subunit (forming rotor), which is located inside the
cavity of the hexamer of 3α,3β-subunits (forming stator)
(Fig. 1b, left); (vii) complete rotation (360°) of the c-ring
ensures rotation of the γ-subunit which results in hydrolysis/synthesis of ATP by the factor F1.
Specific molecular details of this mechanism were
elucidated in 2014-2021 due to the so-called cryo-EM
resolution revolution [168, 169]. Significant progress has
been made in high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy at that time, which allowed resolving atomic protein
structures with resolution up to 2.8-3.5 Å, which was
comparable with the resolution of structures determined
with the help X-ray crystallography. The results of these
breakthrough studies have been described in detail in
the original works and reviews published by Professor
John L. Rubinstein [91, 92, 170-172], Professor Werner
Kühlbrandt [93, 94], and Professor Stephan Wilkens
[173-175]. Important matter in the progress in this area
was the fact that the method of cryo-EM allowed determination of the structures of intact transmembrane protein complexes including holocomplex F1FO (F-ATPase/
synthase of mitochondria/bacteria) and holocomplex

V1VO (V-ATPase of eukaryotes) isolated from bacteria
and eukaryotic cells with this high resolution. It is worth
mentioning that owing to these important studies the
structures of V-ATPase isolated from the mammalian
brain [171] and human renal cells [175] were determined
for the first time in 2020-2021.

EXPERIMENTAL PROOF OF THE ROTATIONAL
MECHANISM OF ACTION OF THE
ION-TRANSLOCATING F-ATPase/SYNTHASE
NANO-MOTORS OF MITOCHONDRIA/BACTERIA
AND OF V-ATPase OF EUKARYOTES
Experimental proof of the rotational mechanism of
operation of F-ATPase/synthase was obtained in 19971999 owing to the elegant experiments conducted in the
laboratories of Professor Masasuke Yoshida [176-178]
and Professor Masamitsu Futai [179-183]. In particular,
in 1997 M. Yoshida for the first time demonstrated ATPdependent rotation of the γ-subunit of F1-ATPase from
Bacillus PS3 bacteria to which actin filament was attached
[176, 177]. In 1999, rotation of the γ-subunit of F1-ATPase from Escherichia coli bacteria with attached actin filament was also shown simultaneously in two laboratories
of M. Yoshida [178] and M. Futai (Fig. 5a) [179]. It is important to note that M. Futai was also the first to demonstrate rotation of the intact holocomplex F1FO of F-ATPase of E. coli [180]. These results proved unambiguously
physiological significance of the rotational mechanism
of the F-ATPase nano-motor of bacteria. Further studies focused on investigation of the stepwise mechanism of
rotation of the F-ATPase nano-motor using experimental
models with both attached actin filament (Fig. 5a) [181183], and with attached gold bead (Fig. 5b) [184-187].
In 2003 experimental proof of the intact holocomplex V1VO of V-ATPase of yeast functioning as a rotary nano-motor was also obtained in the research conducted by

Fig. 5. Experiments demonstrating functioning of F-ATPase/synthase of bacteria and V-ATPase of yeast as rotary nano-motors. a) ATP-dependent
rotation of the γ-subunit (with attached actin filament) of factor F1 of F-ATPase/synthase isolated from bacteria E. coli. b) ATP-dependent rotation of
the γ-subunit (with attached gold bead) of factor F1 of F-ATPase/synthase isolated from bacteria E. coli. c) ATP-dependent rotation of the G-subunit
(with attached actin filament) of the intact holocomplex V1VO of V-ATPase isolated from yeast S. cerevisiae. Figure is adapted from [185, 188] with
permission from the Publisher.
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the M. Futai laboratory (Fig. 5c) [188-192]. These results
provided clear proof of physiological significance of the
rotation mechanism of action of the V-ATPase nano-motor in eukaryotic cells. Hence, these studies confirmed experimentally that the transmembrane F-ATPase/synthase
of mitochondria/bacteria and V-ATPases of eukaryotic
cells are indeed rotary ion-translocating nano-motors invented by Nature billions of years ago [185-195].

STRUCTURE AND UNIQUE NOVEL
FUNCTIONS OF V-ATPase OF EUKARYOTIC
CELLS ACQUIRED IN THE COURSE
OF EVOLUTION
Eukaryotic V-ATPase has molecular weight around
900 kDa and consists of 14 subunits (A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
H, a, c, c′, c″, d, and e) and two auxiliary subunits: Ac45
(or ATP6AP1) and M8-9 (or ATP6AP2/PRR – (pro)renin receptor) [1-4]. V-ATPase exhibits two-component
structure including a cytoplasmic factor V1 consisting
of subunits A3, B3, C, D, E3, F, G3, and H, as well as a
transmembrane factor VO consisting of subunits a, cx, c′,
c′′, d, and e (Fig. 1a, right; Fig. 2b). Factors V1 and VO
are linked with each other by three peripheral connecting stalk structures, S1, S2, and S3 (Fig. 1a, right). These
stalks are essential for coupling the processes of ATP hydrolysis, occurring in factor V1, and proton translocation,
occurring in factor VO (Fig. 2b). It is important to note
that structurally the eukaryotic V-ATPase is significantly more complex than F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria and A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria
(Fig. 1). In particular, the number of connecting stalk
structures in these nano-motors represents the most
striking difference: one (S1) – in the F-ATPase/syn-
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thase of mitochondria/bacteria (Fig. 1, a and b, left); two
(S1 and S2) – in A-ATPase/synthase of archaebacteria
(Fig. 1, a and b, center), and three (S1, S2, and S3) – in
V-ATPase of eukaryotes (Fig. 1, a and b, right) [1-5].
Below, the main functional differences between
the F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria and
V-ATPase of eukaryotes emerged as a result of divergent
evolution will be brief ly analyzed. An important difference in functioning of F-ATPase/synthase of mitochondria/bacteria and eukaryotic V-ATPase is due to their
fundamentally different roles in cell biology. The main
purpose of mitochondrial F-ATP synthase is synthesis
of ATP. To perform this function F-ATP synthase uses
the energy of transmembrane electrochemical proton
gradient (ΔμH+) formed by the electron transport chain
(Fig. 2a). The F-ATP synthase nano-motor rotates in
counter-clockwise direction (if viewed from the side of
factor F1 at factor FO) (Fig. 2a). However, this process
is reversible, and under certain conditions F-ATPase/
synthase, rotating in the opposite direction, functions
as ATPase and hydrolyses ATP. At the same time, the
main, generally recognized role of V-ATPase is a reverse
function – generation of transmembrane electrochemical gradient (ΔμH+) using the energy of ATP hydrolysis
(Fig. 2b). Under physiological conditions its function is
irreversible, and nano-motor of V-ATPase always rotates
clockwise (if viewed from the side of factor V1 at factor VO) (Fig. 2b) and creates a proton gradient: (i) across
the cytoplasmic membrane with acidification of extracellular medium or (ii) across the membranes of intracellular organelles of endocytic (vacuoles, endosomes, and
lysosomes) and exocytic (Golgi complex and secretory
vesicles) pathways of vesicular transport with acidification of their inner space. Transformation of the energy
of ΔμH+ into ΔpH is due to operation of electrogenic

Fig. 6. V-ATPase nano-motor is a novel pH-sensor and signaling bioenergetic receptor regulating function of small GTPases. a) Confocal microscopy
image showing early endosomes with co-localization of V-ATPase and EEA1 marker; scale bar – 100 nm. b) V-ATPase-dependent acidification of the
endosomal lumen is prevented by uncouplers FCCP, nigericin, and NH4Cl. c) Recruiting of Arf6 small GTPase and its activator CTH2/ARNO from
cytosol to the outer side of endosomal membrane depends on acidification of endosomal lumen and is also prevented by uncouplers FCCP, nigericin,
and NH4Cl. Figure is adapted from [132] with permission from the Publisher.
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Fig. 7. Model of operation of V-ATPase as a novel pH-sensor and signaling bioenergetic receptor regulating function of CTH2/ARNO and Arf6
small GTPase. a) Recruiting of Arf6 small GTPase and its activator CTH2/ARNO from cytosol to the outer side of endosomal membrane depends
on V-ATPase-mediated acidification of endosomal lumen. b) Transmembrane V-ATPase directly interacts with CTH2/ARNO and Arf6 small
GTPase, regulates their function, and controls the process of vesicular transport in eukaryotic cells. Figure is adapted from [201] with permission
from the Publisher.

nCl–/H+-ion exchangers, hence, hydrolysis of ATP by
V-ATPase is accompanied by acidification and accumulation of HCl in the extracellular space or inside the organelles of eukaryotic cells (Fig. 2b).
It must be noted in conclusion that up to the recent times the alternative role of V-ATPase in regulation
of the signaling function of cytoplasmic small GTPases
remained unknown. This important issue was addressed
in the studies conducted in our laboratory in 2001-2006
[1-4, 132, 196-202]. In particular, it was shown that the
V-ATPase-dependent acidification of the lumen of early
endosomes (Fig. 6, a and b) resulted in recruiting of the
Arf6 small GTPase (Arf6, ADP-ribosylation factor 6) and
its activator cytohesin-2 (CTH2) (or ARNO, ADP-ribosylation nucleotide-side opener) (CTH2/ARNO) from
cytosol to the outer side of the endosomal membrane
(Fig. 6c) [132, 133].
Further investigation of the mechanism of this process led to discovery of a new role of V-ATPase in 2003
(Fig. 7) [196-200]. In these studies, we have shown that
in addition to its main role as nano-motor, V-ATPase
also functions as a pH-sensor on the membrane of these
organelles (Fig. 7, a and b) [198-200]. Moreover, it was
demonstrated that V-ATPase directly interacts with Arf6
and CTH2/ARNO and regulates their enzymatic activity as well as modulates their signaling function in the
cells [198-202]. In its turn, this biochemical signaling
process between the endosomal V-ATPase and cytosolic
small GTPases controls vesicular transport of the endosomal-lysosomal protein degradation pathway [198-200].
Hence, it was demonstrated for the first time that
in addition to its main function of a rotary ion-translocating nanomotor, V-ATPase performs two additional

functions: (i) pH-sensing – measuring the level of acidification of extracellular medium and measuring pH of
intracellular organelles; and (ii) signaling – transducing
this information across membranes and modulation of
activity of Arf family small GTPases [198-202]. These
cornerstone studies resulted in the discovery and investigation of a novel role of V-ATPase nanomotor as a
novel pH-sensor and signaling bioenergetic receptor. In
this role the transmembrane V-ATPase regulates function of cytoplasmic small GTPases and controls an important physiological process of vesicular transport in
eukaryotic cells (Fig. 7) [1-4, 132, 196-202]. In our experiments, it was also shown that the holocomplex V1VO
of yeast V-ATPase is capable of interacting with the activator of human small GTPases CTH2/ARNO [3, 4, 201,
202]. These results indicate that the role of V-ATPase as
a pH-sensor and signaling bioenergetic receptor could
represent a fundamental feature of eukaryotic cells
biology [3, 201, 202].
Ethics declarations. The author declares no conf licts
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